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Background
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EXTENSIVE 
HEALTH

EXPERIENCE
BASE IS IN 

LOW EARTH ORBIT

MARS HEALTH EXPECTATIONS ARE 
TIED TO MANY ASSUMPTIONS



Summary of Human Space Flight 

Hazards & Risks
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New Risk Assessment - NASA Report 
(February 2022)
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o NESC Assessment Team 
focused on characteristics of 
those Mars mission 
architectures that render the 
lowest integrated human 
health risk

o Risk Assessment included 3 
main topics:
o Radiation Exposure Risk
o Altered Gravity Risk
o Reduced Ground Support 

Risks
o Solution space centered on 

the possibility of fast transits 
for reducing time that crew 
spent at risk 



HOW ISRU OFFERS 

SOLUTION SPACES FOR 

THESE 3 RISKS

oRadiation Exposure Risk

oAltered Gravity Risk

oReduced Ground Support Risks
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GCR Shielding Requirements for Fast 

Transit Options – 2018 Study
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GALACTIC COSMIC RAY (GCR) 

SHIELDING TRADE STUDY

• For the cumulative GCR response evaluation, a preliminary GCR 
Shielding Design Reference Mission was created that includes 5 
phases:

– Cis-lunar habitat stay 

– Lunar surface stay

– Lunar to Mars interplanetary transit 

– Mars surface stay 

– Mars to Earth return transit 

• Some initial values for durations and overcoat material for each 
phase were selected for constructing an Evaluation Tool that allows 
total exposure to be summed up for all 5 phases

– Polyethylene (PE) was selected as the overcoat material for the in-space 
phases

– Surface Regolith was selected as the overcoat materials for the surface stays

• In-Space Shielding Overcoat would remain In-Space and be reused

– Cis-lunar habitat overcoat remains in cis-lunar orbit

– If “affordable to propel” for interplanetary transit, GCR overcoat for shielded 
case would remain with interplanetary transport for subsequent transits 
to/from Mars
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Overcoat Options - Polymer and Composite 

Response To GCR
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Thicknesses that drop
GCR by at least 50%

*ISS radiation environment is 
about 45% deep space value

Options during Surface Habitation portion of the mission?

Is anything possible for in-space interplanetary transportation portion?
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*Obtain True Thickness by 
dividing Normalized Thickness by 
Material’s Density

Normalized*

These are massive structures!



Bottomline Summary – GCR Shielding

• In-Space Interplanetary Transportation Portion of the Mission
– Placing the shielding material into LEO requires over 20 SLS launches

• Hercules Reusable Lander Design https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2017-5288
– Sized for landing around 20 tons to the lunar or Martian surface

– Can place about 5 tons of regolith into orbit for lunar and Mars missions but 
requires ISRU refueling

– Would require many reusable sorties to place all overcoat material into orbit

– Would still need to assemble the shielding material into an overcoat and secure it to the 
interplanetary spacecraft

– Such an overcoat is considered too massive to propel to/from Mars using current 
technologies

– Hollow out or fly along side an asteroid?

– No substantial solution seems possible presently

• Surface Habitation Portion of the Mission
– Mars

• Natural Lava Tubes
– Accessibility from the surface is presently unknown

– Some are indicated near ice/water

• Ditch & Bury the habitat with regolith (or ice) with loose or constructed layer(s) 
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2018-5356

– Moon

• Some natural subsurface access may be possible

• Ditch & Bury the habitat with regolith (or ice?) with loose or constructed layer(s) 
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/citations/20210022632

– These options point to some type of surface preparation and construction using 
indigenous materials (i.e., ISRU)
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https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2017-5288
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2018-5356
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HOW ISRU OFFERS 

SOLUTION SPACES FOR 

THESE 3 RISKS

oRadiation Exposure Risk

oAltered Gravity Risk

oReduced Ground Support Risks
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Some Options for Altering Gravity

• Surface Stays

– 1/6 Earth’s gravity on the lunar surface

– 1/3 Earth’s gravity on Martian surface

– Space Resources naturally offer some level of gravity

• In-Space Portion of the Mission

– Exercise Devices 

• Can load the body in ways similar to gravitational forces

• However, do not mitigate issues with fluid shifts in body that lead to 
other health issues https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2018-5360

– Artificial Gravity

• Requires rotating portions or the entire spacecraft, depending on 
scale

• Large scale platforms, such as an O’Neill Cylinder, would be 
constructed and outfitted using materials found in Space 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/O%27Neill_cylinder

• These options point to extraction and transportation of and 
subsequent construction using Space Resources (i.e., ISRU)
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https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2018-5360
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HOW ISRU OFFERS 

SOLUTION SPACES FOR 

THESE 3 RISKS

oRadiation Exposure Risk

oAltered Gravity Risk

oReduced Ground Support Risks
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LITTLE TO NO HELP FROM EARTH –

BUT IS EARTH NEEDED?

• Roundtrip missions take up to years in duration due to Mars’ 
distance from Earth

• Failures of many spacecraft and critical systems are likely to occur 
during those time frames

• Cannot preposition a spare for every part of every mission system?

• There will likely be many “Apollo XIII – like” opportunities that will 
tax Mission Control Centers, the astronauts, and the mission 
systems before the crew returns to Earth

• “Living Off the Land” via ISRU may offer a better risk posture for 
achieving safe crew return to Earth https://www.space.com/33563-
nasa-mars-colonization-plan.html

• Adopting a new philosophy / approach leading to “Earth 
Independence” may offer the best solution space 
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/api/citations/20160005963/downloads/2016000
5963.pdf
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Potential Approaches to Humans-Mars

• Prescriptive Approach to System Failures:  Traditional approach 

used to date whereby MTBF dictate the mission requirements 

and risk matrix and establish protocols for pre-deployment of 

cargo (at Mars).

• Improvising Approach to System Failures:  An ISRU-based 

approach employing the capabilities (mining, refinement, 

additive manufacturing, power generation, etc) whereby spare 

parts are made in situ using resources there or raw materials 

brought from Earth or obtained otherwise.
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Risk of System Failures (Using Prescriptive) 

for Short Duration Missions
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Probability
Harm Severity

Negligible Marginal Critical Catastrophic

Certain High High Very High Very High

Likely Medium High High Very High

Possible Low Medium High Very High

Unlikely Low Medium Medium High

Rare Low Low Medium Medium

Eliminated Eliminated

Short duration 
missions (Apollo) 
or 
ISS missions with 
abort to Earth 
opportunity

System Failures

Quantifying Risk Using the Risk Matrix
• Risk is the lack of certainty about the outcome of making a particular choice.
• Statistically, the level of downside risk can be calculated as the product of the probability that 

harm occurs (e.g., that an accident happens) multiplied by the severity of that harm (i.e., the 
average amount of harm or more conservatively the maximum credible amount of harm). 

• In practice, the risk matrix is a useful approach where either the probability or the harm severity 
cannot be estimated with accuracy and precision.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Risk_matrix



Risk of System Failures (Anticipated using 

Prescriptive) for Long-Duration Missions
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Probability
Harm Severity

Negligible Marginal Critical Catastrophic

Certain High High Very High Very High

Likely Medium High High Very High

Possible Low Medium High Very High

Unlikely Low Medium Medium High

Rare Low Low Medium Medium

Eliminated Eliminated

Long Duration 
Missions 
(Roundtrip 
Humans-Mars)

System Failures

With the right 
spare parts

Without the 
right spare parts



Risk of System Failures (Prescriptive vs. 

Improvising) for Long-Duration Missions
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Probability
Harm Severity

Negligible Marginal Critical Catastrophic

Certain High High Very High Very High

Likely Medium High High Very High

Possible Low Medium High Very High

Unlikely Low Medium Medium High

Rare Low Low Medium Medium

Eliminated Eliminated

Long Duration 
Missions 
(Roundtrip 
Humans-Mars)

*System Failures
With the right 
spare parts
on hand 

Without the 
right spare parts
on hand

Without any
capability to make 
any spare part*

With the 
capabilities to make 
any spare part 
needed**

With the capabilities to 
make any spare part on 
demand using ISRU and/or 
raw materials on hand

**System Failures



Pre-Position Capabilities (Instead of 

Parts Based on Guesses)

• From a Risk Perspective, an Improvising Approach seems 
prudent

• However, what does that Improvising Approach cost 
compared to the traditional Prescriptive Approach?

• Cost has many phases
– Development

– Fielding

– Operational

– Disposal

– Other

• Let’s consider a more holistic view of Cost…
– Mass ($ / kg)

– Power ($ / kW)

– Human Health ($ / crew)
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Cost ~ f($/kg) + f($/kW) + f($/crew)



Ideal World:  “Purchase It All”  (Money 

is not an issue)
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Mass

Power Human
Health

Cost is the
encirclement 
of all 3

Cost



Realistic World:  “Limited by Budget”  

(what you can afford)
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Mass

Power

Human
Health

Budget

Constrained by 
Budget:
Purchase only 
what “you” 
think is needed



Realistic World:  “Limited by Budget”  

(what you can afford)  – Continued
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Constrained by 
Budget:
Purchase only 
what “you” 
think is needed
(The Amounts of 
Each May Vary)

Mass

Power
Human
Health

BudgetAmount 1

Amount 2 Amount 3



How to Fit As Much as Possible Into the 

Budget Circle?

• Leveraging Scenario:  The Mass 

is more aligned with Power (ISRU 

Case) 

– Leveraged Amount exceeds 

previously shown Amounts 1+2 and 

allows for ISRU

– Budget has not changed

– “ISRU Case” aims to trade mass 

brought from Earth as consumables 

for Power delivered to the 

destination for converting in situ 

resources to usually products 

(consumables, spare parts, etc.)

– Moon:  O2, metals, glass, volatiles, 

fertilizer?

– Mars:  C & H2 (for plastics & 

propellants), O2, metals, glass, 

fertilizer?
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Budget
Mass

Power

Leveraged
Amount



Further Leveraging Scenario:  To 

address/cover Human Health

• Leveraging Scenario 

(Continued):  The Mass is 

more aligned with Power 

while attempting to 

address/cover Human Health

– “ISRU Case” now includes 

GCR Shielding with Regolith 

& Surface Construction

– Budget has not changed

– Costs are reallocated among 

specific systems necessary 

for implementing the 

additional capabilities, in this 

case to perform some surface 

construction
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Budget
Mass

Power

Leveraged
Amount

Human
Health



Goal:  Achieve Sustainable Earth-

Independent Pioneering within Budget

• Leveraging Scenario 

(Continued):  Increased 

Leveraging Maximizes 

Deployment of Budget

– “ISRU Case” now includes 

everything necessary to 

achieve Earth-Independent 

Pioneering of Mars

– Budget has not changed

– Costs are reallocated among 

specific systems necessary 

for implementing the 

additional capabilities, in this 

case to perform some surface 

construction

– What are the cost of these 

ISRU capabilities compared 

to the total mission costs?
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Budget

Mass

Power Human
Health



Cost of ISRU Capabilities
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“Sustaining Human Presence on Mars Using ISRU and a 
Reusable Lander” https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2015-4479

Compared 3 Cases of ISRU

https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2015-4479


Cost Comparison Normalized by 

Accumulated Crew Days
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“Sustaining Human Presence on Mars Using ISRU and a 
Reusable Lander” https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2015-4479

3 Cases of ISRU

https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2015-4479


Cost of a “Disposable Architecture”
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“The Fifth Community Workshop on Achievability and Sustainability of 
Human Exploration of Mars: Three Scenarios for the 2030s (AM V)” 
https://www.exploremars.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Affording-Mars-V.pdf

https://www.exploremars.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Affording-Mars-V.pdf


Cost of a Sustainable “Toward Earth 

Independent” Architecture
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“The Fifth Community Workshop on Achievability and Sustainability of 
Human Exploration of Mars: Three Scenarios for the 2030s (AM V)” 
https://www.exploremars.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Affording-Mars-V.pdf

https://www.exploremars.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Affording-Mars-V.pdf


Leverage by Shifting / Spreading Some 

Costs Into Voids
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• Shifting and spreading the costs in the voids beneath the budget line seems 
practical on paper

• Q:  What mission(s) allow for that?
• What missions need similar capabilities and systems?
• What missions will allow or benefit from infusion of Mars Forward 

technologies?

• A: “Infrastructure to Stay” on the Lunar Surface
• Reusable Landers
• Some “Extensive ISRU”



Conclusions

• ISRU leads to sustainable pioneering of Mars

– Requires power and reusable systems

– Requires an Improvising Approach to achieve a better risk posture

• Humans-Moon (“Infrastructure to Stay”) not only allows a 
proving ground for Space technologies but also a shift from a 
Traditional Prescriptive Approach to an Improvising Approach 

– that reduces risk to crew and mission

– that exploits all types of Mars Forward systems that are not necessarily 
needed on the Moon due to its proximity to Earth

– that expedites Earth-Independent Pioneering of Mars that would 
otherwise be perceived as too costly

• Hercules Reusable Lander Design was shown feasible to support 
ISRU operations at both the Moon and Mars if refueling is 
possible

• Many ISRU and crew mission systems are transferrable to Mars 
https://www.nasa.gov/directorates/spacetech/Lunar_Surface_Innovation_Initiative

• New Paper by NASA (Pending):  “Approaches To Humans-Mars 
Both Safe and Affordable,” Bushnell, Moses, and Choi
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https://www.nasa.gov/directorates/spacetech/Lunar_Surface_Innovation_Initiative

